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Repository Closure
Reasoned Argument for FEP Issue DR12
Geoff A. Freeze
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9 February 1996

Recommended Screening Decision
Repository closUie (due to salt creep and salt dilation) should be approximated in performance
assessment calculations by a "porosity slllface" that relates repository porosity, repository pressUie,
and time from repository excavation. Changing repository porosity (representative of closure) as
a function of time and repository pressure (which is controlled by brine and gas flow) is to be
included. in future system-level P A calculations wi.thin the cUirent P A modeling system through
existing parameter values. The porosity-time-pressure relationship is determined from SA~CHO
sirnulati•Jns of disposal room closure as a f1ll!ction of gas-generation rate. The approxim<~tion is
valid as long as the rate of room pressurization in performance assessment calculations is similar to
the room pressurization history in the SANCHO-simulations. Even wi.th a significantly different
room pressurization history, the approximation is valid if the room pressures remain low enough that
there is little or no room expansion.

Screening Issue
Long-term salt creep is driven by deviatoric stresses that develop within the intact salt sUiroLmding
an excavation. Prior to repository excavation, an undisturbed stress state existed in the Salado
Formation in response to litho static loading. The presence of the repository excavations produces
high dev1iatoric stresses in the Salado Formation near the disposal rooms, decreasing towards the
undisturbed state with distance away from the repository. Following excavation, hydrologic and
geochemical processes in the repository and the surrounding Salado Formation work to reestablish an equilibrium. 11ris equilibrium state is achieved through the concurrent processes of
salt creep and fluid (brine and gas) flow and the complex interactions between the two proCiesses.
The complex process of repository closure (salt creep) and its interaction with fluid flow is too
computationally intensive to be efficiently incorporated into performance assessment calculations.
Instead, an approximate relationship is required.

Basis for Recommended Screening Decision
Disposal room closure and consolidation is driven by the inward forces resulting from the
excavation-related stress redistribution in the Salado Formation surrounding the room. Resistance
to room closure is developed by the outward forces (backstress on the room walls) resulting from
the stress djstribution in the waste and backfill and from the pore pressure of the gas and brine in the
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room. A model used to evaluate repository performance must couple geomechanical closure with
the hydrologic and chemical processes that control the room pore pressure.
The hydrologic process of brine inflow to the room increases the quantity of brine that occupies
some of ile available void volume in the room, thereby increasing room pressure. Gas generation.
driven by chemical processes, increases the quantity of gas in a room, also increasing room pr<~ssure
The geomechanical process of room closure reduces the void volume available to store gas,
additionally increasing pressure. Room pressurization may be mitigated by brine outflow, gas
expulsion (outflow), or room expansion. In summary, the coupling berween repository closure and
fluid (brine and gas) flow is through room pressure.
Extensive in-situ and laboratory testing has been performed to determine the constitutive models and
parameter values for creep deformation in halite (Krieg, 1984; Munson et al., 1989) and for
consolida.tion of waste and backfill (Sjaardema and Krieg, 1987; Butcher. 1989; Butcher et a!.,
1991 a; Butcher eta!., 1991 b). These models and parameters were used to perform simulations of
room closure using a finite element creep closure code, SANCHO (Stone et al., I 985). Stone (1992)
used SANCHO to simulate the closure of a perfectly sealed disposal room under tive different gasgeneration rate histories, covering the range of expected WIPP rates. In addition to constitutive
models describing salt creep, waste consolidation, and backfill consolidation, the resistan.ce to
closure provided by the pressure of waste-generated gas, calculated from the ideal gas law, was
simulated. These SANCHO results predicted room porosity as a function of time from excavat10n
and of room pressure.
If the coupling berween repository closure and fluid t1ow is to be represented by a porosity-timepressure rdationship, two assumptions must be made: ( 1) repository closure is approximated by
repository porosity; and (2) the time-dependency of repository closure can be approximated by the
time from 1!xcavation. Simulations were performed using TOUGH2 to test the coupling relationship
and the associated assumptions (Freeze et a!., !995a; 1995b ). Simulation results showed that the
porosity-time-pressure relauonship and the assumptions were valid for performance assessment
calculations as long as simulated TOUGH2 room pressurization was similar to the room
pressurization history in the SAl'ICHO simulations. Even with a significant! y different room
pressurizat1:on history, the approximation is valid if the room pressures remain low enough that there
is little or no room expansion.
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Recommended Screening Decision
Repository closure (due to salt creep and salt dilation) can be approximated in perforrmmce
assessment calculations by a "porosity surface" that relates repository porosity, repository pressure,
and time from repository excavation. The porosity-time-pressure relationship is determined from
SANCHO simulations of disposal room closure as a ftmction of gas-generation rate. The
approximation is valid as long as gas-generation rates in performance assessment calculations are
low(,; 0.4 moles per drum per year) or are similar to the SANCHO-simulated gas-generation rates.
Changing repository porosity (representative of closure) as a function of time and repository pressure
(which is controlled by brine and gas flow) is to be included in future system-level PA calculations
within the current PA modeling system through existing parameter values.

Screening Issue
Long-term salt creep is driven by deviatoric stresses that develop within the intact salt surrounding
an excavation. Prior to repository excavation, an undisturbed stress state existed in the Salado
Formation in response to lithostatic loading. The presence of the repository excavations produces
high deviatoric stresses in the Salado Formation near the disposal rooms, decreasing towards the
undisturbed state with distance away from the repository. Following excavation, hydrologic and
geochemical processes in the repository and the surrounding Salado Formation work to reestablish an equilibrium. This equilibrium state is achieved through the concurrent processes of
salt creep and fluid (brine and gas) flow and the complex interactions between the two processes.
The complex process of repository closure (salt creep) and its interaction with fluid flow is too
computationally intensive to be efficiently incorporated into perfromance assessment calculations.
Instead, an approximate relationship is required.

Basis for Recommended Screening Decision
Disposal room closure and consolidation is driven by the inward forces resulting from the
excavation-related stress redistribution in the Salado Formation surrounding the room. Resistance
to room closure is developed by the outward forces (backstress on the room walls) resulting from
the stress distribution in the waste and backfill and from the pore pressure of the gas and brine in the
room. A model used to evaluate repository performance must couple geomechanical closure with
the hydrologic and chemical processes that control the room pore pressure.
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The hydrologic process of brine inflow to the room increases the quantity of brine that occupies
some of th1~ available void volume in the room, thereby increasing room pressure. Gas generation,
driven by chemical processes, increases the quantity of gas in a room, also increasing room pressure.
The geomechanical process of room closure reduces the void volume available to store gas,
additionally increasing pressure. Room pressurization may be mitigated by brine outflow, gas
expulsion (outflow), or room expansion. In summary, the coupling between repository closure and
fluid (brine: and gas) flow is through room pressure.
Extensive irr-situ and laboratory testing has been performed to determine the constitutive models and
parameter values for creep deformation in halite (Krieg, 1984; Munson et a!., 1989) and for
consolidation of waste and backfill (Sjaardema and Krieg, 1987; Butcher, 1989; Butcher et a!.,
199la; Butcher eta!., 199lb). These models and parameters were used to perform simulations of
room closure using a finite element creep closure code, SANCHO (Stone eta!., 1985). Stone (1992)
used SANCHO to simulate the closure of a perfectly sealed disposal room under five different gasgeneration rate histories, covering the range of expected W1PP rates. In addition to constitutive
models describing salt creep, waste consolidation, and backfill consolidation, the resistance to
closure provided by the pressure of waste-generated gas, calculated from the ideal gas law, was
simulated. These SANCHO results predicted room porosity as a function of time from excavation
and of room pressure.
If the coupling between repository closure and fluid flow is to be represented by a porosity-timepressure relationship, two assumptions must be made: (1) repository closure is approximated by
repository porosity; and (2) the time-dependency of repository closure can be approximated by the
time from excavation. Simulations were performed using TOUGH2 to test the coupling relatiom:hip
and the associated assumptions (Freeze et a!., 1995a; 1995b). Simulation results showed that the
porosity-time-pressure relationship and the assuptions were valid for performance assessment
calculations as long as simulated gas-generation rates are low (s; 0.4 moles per drum per year) or
are not significantly different from the SANCHO-simulated rates.
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Appendix D.
Conceptual Model/Parameter Reconciliation Form
Part A.
FEP ID: D~ 12.
'
.
FEP Description: IU~ Closu .-e. "' ~ ( bn N- ,,_J:\ 0 "-' ..,._J p..s o-.L-\-1'\ ocJ)
(To be completed by FEP Screening Lead Staff)
The effects of the FEP Issue will be captured in parameters values. Candidate Paramete:rs
are: poroo;.+y--f.I'VI~- pr'es<;.uve reltLflo~-.sl-tip> -b" "'4.~ry
PrintName Gf;_o~

fi'f?aVF

FEP Screening Lead Staff

Part B.
WIPP Project Office:

The effects of above FEP are included in CCA calculations as recommend above.
Signature_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Date___

Print Name
WlPP Project Office

(After completion of Part B pass to WIPP Parameter Task Leader.)

Parts C, D,E - Instructions:
1. WIPP Parameter Task Leader- Pass this form to the WIPP PI(s) or PA Analyst(s) responsible
for parameter values relevant to the FEP Screening Issue.
2. WIPP PI(s) or PA Analyst(s)- Complete Part C then return to WIPP Parameter Task Leader.
3. WIPP Parameter Task Leader- After Step 2 is completed, complete Part D, make copies as noted
in PartE and submit this completed form to SWCF Center.

Part C. WIPP Staff responsible for parameter values relevant to the FEP Screening
Issue.
The effects ofthe FEP Issue is captured in the following parameters:
Print Name

Signature

Date_ __

Staff Responsible for parameter value specific to FEP Screening Issue

(Additional staff as applicable)
Print Name

Signature

Date_ __

Staff Responsibk; for parameter value specific to FEP Screening Issue

Print Name

Signature

Date_ __

Staff Responsible for parameter value specific to FEP Screening Issue

Part D. WlPP Parameter Task Leader Notification - FEP Issue is captured in the
following parameters ( use attachment if necessary).
Parameter
Database ID
PrintName

__________ Signature_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,Date_ _

Parameter Task Leader
Part E. Copies of this form sent to:
I. FEP Lead Staff_=-------:----:-::---=:-c:----:--:-----------·(name)
2. Staff Responsible for parameter value specific to FEP Screening Issue
(name)
3. SWCF_
(File lD #)

.ltfJfJeHtlix~

Conceptual Model/Parameter Reconciliation Form
Part A.

FEP ID: DR-I z.
. .
FEP Dt,scription: IU('0'0C>'I'( Clo-su..-e."' _.(: ( bnN- ,.J\ou.O "',J. p.s

o"--tf\o<.JJ

(To be completed by FEP Screening Lead Stajj)
The effects ofthe FEP Issue will be captured in parameters values. Candidate Parameters
are: porosAy-+:..,e_-press.,.!v-e Y'i'.ict...f,'ov.ship> ~r ""1"'~'-y
Print Name (,tort"'

A?fFz.e

Signature

FEP Screening Lead Staff

'}le4 (}iieey1
_

Date Z-l

- '1"

Dated-

Jf:-'7{;

-·-

Part B.
WIPP Project Office:

·The effects of above FEP are included in CCA calculations as recommend above.
PrintNameJ::j_{,_£0}(/(e_r

Chu

Signatu~
.J

JII/PP Project Office·

(After completion of Part B pass to WIPP Parameter Task Leader.)

Parts C, D,E .. Instructions:
1. WIPP Parameter Task Leader- Pass this form to the WIPP PI(s) or PA Analyst(s) responsible
for parameter values relevant to the FEP Screening Issue.
2. WIPP Pl(s) or PA Analyst(s)- Complete Part C then return to WIPP Parameter Task Leader.
3. WIPP Parameter Task Leader- After Step 2 is completed, complete Part D, make copies as noted
in PartE and submit this completed form to SWCF Center.

!'art C. WIPP Staff responsible for parameter values relevant to the FEP Screening
Issue.
The effects of the FEP Issue is captured in the. following param~eters; f""0 : : : ; - +, :....._ -

PrintNameJ?J,..e.~ V~f....,

f><--.S-:3"-4!-

Signature

.._c;._+"-"'/t:,.

~

rJ-M<(/_~"'

""fos.

{

Date

3/6/9{.

S1.aff Responsible for parameter value pec1fic to FEP Screenmg Issue

(Additional staffas applicable)
PcmtName /3c.x~ B.. tc.kc<
Staff Responsible for p

c? -

/v.

Date~C

eter value spec1fic to FEP Scree ng Issue

Print NameJames 0. scl,r,; LC'r
~aff

.
Signature
Signatu

Date.

Responsible for parameter value specific to FEP Sc eni g Issue

Part D. WIPP Parameter Task Leader otification - FEP Issue is captured in the
following parameters ( use attachment if necessary).
Parameter
See. A+&..cl,l+t.e...i
Database ID
Print Name

M4.+;"'

l:."K'!]

Parameter Task Leader

Signature

U{ ,J, ·

,.
I

p

"'i

Date 3/tS{?fo

p,,rt E. Copies of this form sent to:
1. FEP Lead Staff
6eaff (ite-2 '<"
(name)
2. Staff Responsible for parameter value specific to FEP Screening Issue ;jv,Wtu ~AA, ~((name)
1
3. SWCF.::!1.;:./. l.n :z ~: 1?8 :QfJ: fY(. ·Jl?/ <-(File ID #)

FEP DR12- Attachment, Part D.

Part D. WIPP Parameter Task Leader Notification - FEP Issue is captured in the
following parameters.
Parameter:

Porosity- time- pressure relationships for repository.
These relationships, obtained from SANCHO calculations, are contained
in data values within the BRAGFLO code, version 4.00, in the BLOCK
DATA STARTUP subprogram. The porosity is computed as a function of
pressure and time in subroutines CONSOL and CONSOLI, which call
subroutines POR_SURF, TRI_INTERP, and LOCATE to interpolate
among the porosity values set in BLOCK DATA STARTUP to obtain the
repository porosity at the specified time and pressure.

Date~L.
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(After completion of Part B pass to WIPP Parameter Task Leader.)
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for parameter values relevant to the FEP Screening Issue.
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